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Dear Clients-

Market Wisdom - Art Hilliard*

I often find the agendas of ALCO and Board meetings, for example,
consist of (1) Review financial performance and risk exposures; (2)
Proposals on increasing deposits; (3) Progress report on a new
product introduction. The meetings then proceed with these items
discussed independently. This is unfortunate. Measuring risk
exposures is identifying your risk capacity, which in turn assists you
in optimizing your ALM strategies

An Organized Approach to Loan Acquisitions

These are some simple examples:
 If your Liquidity Coverage Ratio is 3 and your aggregate
monthly uses of funds is $10mm, then you can deploy
$10mm cash;
 If your EVE ratio is 20%, then you can increase the
balance sheet by 25%;
 If your duration is -3 year, then you can increase your
asset duration (liability sensitivity) by 0.6 year to make
the balance sheet insensitive to rate change, if your EVE
ratio is 20%.
Your risk capacity affects your ALM strategies. However, you need
to consider other practical issues. This Post will discuss how to
relate your risk capacity to your ALM strategies.
Challenges
 Getting fundings from internet banking will affect my EVE ratio
(capital risk), duration ( interest rate risk), liquidity coverage
ratio (liquidity) all at the same time. How can I optimize this
funding strategy?
 Currently the loan demands are in 10-1 ARMs with a good rate.
But how much volume can we do in the coming year?
 Increasing risk would increase earnings, and therefore the risk
capacity has to depend on the needs for earnings. But how are
they related?
Solution
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TFO gives those looking to buy loans the
opportunity to set inquiries for loans that
match specific criteria:






Residential, commercial, consumer
Transaction size
Loan type – Fixed/ARM
Credit score range
Geographic area

TFO gives institutions a way to meet their
objectives:







Grow loan assets
Improve credit quality
Improve spread
Offset low loan demand
Improve loan concentration
Supplement origination capacity

TFO is a vehicle that allows banks and credit
unions to issue loan inquiries, see loans that
meet their criteria and perform valuations
to determine the best bid. Using THC
analytics, institutions can also see how the
assets they are acquiring will fit their
balance sheet before they make the
decision to buy.
Art Hilliard has been in the mortgage industry for 29
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Risk Officer™ Trade Simulation function provides the
solutions. Trade Simulations enables you simulate the
balance sheet strategies comprehensively and
quickly. You can evaluate an increase deposits and
10-1 ARMs volume on a comprehensive dashboard of
the balance sheet performance. Consider the
performance of a hypothetical bank below. This bank
has the risk capacity, with EVE ratio 20%, to borrow.
The duration of 8.19 may need to be lower in a rising
rate cycle. This bank may need to increase earnings.
In Trade Simulation, I simulated a strategy of
originating $30mm 10-1 ARM 4%, 750 FICO and 75% LTV; $10mm 1 year agency bonds, and $20mm cash. I
used the cash to reduce the ARM interest rate sensitivity. I funded the $60mm investment with saving
accounts. This simple simulation is to illustrate how the risk capacity gives a guidance in ways to seek
earnings. Trade Simulation enables us to measure the combined effect of multiple strategies on the multifacted risk profiles, on interest rate risk, capital risk, and liquidity risk.
Numerical Example
The table below presents the simulation results. The blue row and green rows present the September cycle
numbers and the simulated results respectively. The results show that the EVE ratio falls to 16.16% from the
high of 20.12%. The sensitivity (duration) lowers from 8.19 to 7.64. The Net Interest Income increases from
$8.387mm to $10.446mm, an increase of $2mm. Trade Simulation provides 80 dashboard metrics, including
simulated risk measures, book value and fair values, not just the measures reported below.

I discuss some practical considerations below:
 But we do not put on $60mm funding all at once? But given a strategy, you can use Financial
Simulations in Risk Officer™ to formulate your planning or budgeting
 Isn’t Trade Simulations useful for strategic changes but not for most transactions which are relatively
small? Not so. Trade Simulation presents the combined effect on your risk capacity enable you to
continually adjust your strategies. These simulations enable you to execute your strategy with each
transaction.
 Don’t these simulations need marketable prices and rates to determine the projected earnings?
Aren’t these simulations just hypothetical without executable prices? THC Risk Officer™ is a unique
product that seamlessly links ALM simulations to market liquidity for transactions. Risk Officer™
enables you to incorporate quotes from your counterparties.
Conclusion:
Measuring risk exposure is not just for regulatory purpose. Risk Capacity enables you to implement
strategies with precision and transparency. THC Trade Simulation in Risk Officer™ is a decision support tool
for you to measure, monitor and manage your balance sheet.
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If you have any questions regarding the Trade Simulations reports, please do not hesitate to contact THC.
Regards,
Tom Ho
Tom.ho@thomasho.com
1-212-732-2878
THC is NOT a broker-dealer. THC only offers an analytical platform for clients to work together to meet your
customers’ needs or your balance sheet requirements. THC does not collect any commission.
*Art Hilliard is the Principal at AJHilliard Company assisting banks, credit unions, and mortgage companies
with mortgage advisory and asset sales and acquisitions.
THE THC CONTENT IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW THC HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED, RELATING TO THE THC CONTENT, AND NEITHER THC NOR ANY OF ITS
AFFILIATES SHALL IN ANY EVENT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES, LOSS OF
PROFITS AND TRADING LOSSES, RESULTING FROM ANY PERSON’S USE OR RELIANCE UPON, OR INABILITY TO
USE, ANY THC CONTENT, EVEN IF THC IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR IF SUCH
DAMAGES WERE FORESEEABLE
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